NeoStat Controllers
Control from anywhere

ambiente

®

more than underfloor
Product Overview
Neo is the Smart Way to Control your
Heating and Hot Water from Anywhere.
Up to 32 Rooms can be controlled from
your iPhone, Android and Windows Phone.
NeoStats are stylish, feature rich and are
perfect for controlling underfloor heating,
electric floor heating and conventional
radiator heating systems.
Neo has been designed to ensure that
upgrading is as easy as possible and
surprisingly affordable. If you already have
a wired thermostat, there is usually no new
wiring requirements and by using your
homes existing wiring you don’t have to
worry about replacing batteries.
You also don’t need any computer
knowledge to start controlling your heating
and hot water directly on the neoApp.

NeoStat
Stylish and contemporary with flush fitting, touch sensitive controls and two stunning
colour options in ‘glacier white’ and ‘sapphire black’.

Slimline appearance and touch control
NeoStat is flush mounted with a depth
of just 15mm. Touch sensitive keys give
a clean and smooth interface with a
blue back lit screen set within glacier
white or sapphire black units provide a
contemporary, premium feel for the series.
Smartphone control
NeoApp will positively change the way you
control your home heating and hot water.
No need to engage directly with time
clocks or thermostats any longer, neoApp
allows you to control everything directly on
your SmartPhone or Tablet.
NeoApp’s intuitive design ensures
programming and override features
are quick and easy for anybody to use.
Lifestyles often follow patterns, Neo Profiles
make changing patterns quick and easy. By
setting up profiles, neoApp users are able
to switch heating control parameters with a
few quick screen taps.
Getting connected to your Neo System
couldn’t be easier. NeoHub plugs
directly into your broadband router and
communicates to all of your neoStat’s via a
mesh network. This mesh network provides
a much more reliable and far reaching
network than a standard RF system.
Smartphone Apps
Free to download Apps are available for
iPhones/iPads, Android phone/tablet and
Kindle devices.

NeoHub

NeoApp

Remote sensor probe
Remote sensors can be connected to the
neoStat and neoStat-e. These can be either
air or floor.
Geo location
Using the Location Services feature on
your iPhone or Android SmartPhone, Neo
can now help you reduce your energy
consumption by turning the heating off
when you’re out.
Supporting Multi Users, Neo can
automatically reduce the temperature in
your home when the last person leaves
and increase the temperature when the first
person returns. Geo Location is perfect
for busy households when a fixed heating
schedule just isn’t practical.
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